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Via Technologies has integrated AI accident prevention and behaviour
monitoring features into its Mobile 360 D700 AI dash cam to boost
driver safety and provide fleet managers with deeper insights into vehicle
usage.
The D700 captures video of road conditions and driver behaviour

using its dual HD front dash and interior cameras and can store the
footage on the device itself or transmit it to the cloud via a 4G wireless
connection.
With its support for lane departure warning and forward collision

warning, it detects potential danger on the road ahead and sends an audio
alert to the driver to take immediate corrective action to prevent an
accident.
Video footage of incidents combined with additional data extracted

from the Can bus can be saved for analysis by the fleet manager.
The driver monitoring features can identify abnormal and illegal

behaviour including distracted driving, driver fatigue, phone usage and
smoking.

Via integrates AI into dash cam

vehicle-electronics.biz @velectronicsmag

After just a year together,
BMW and Daimler have
scrapped plans to work
jointly on autonomous
driving technology.
The contract between

BMW and Daimler was
only signed in July last
year when they were
looking forward to the
launch in 2024 of vehi-
cles jointly developed.
The two car makers

have now put their coop-
eration on hold, though
they say the move may
only be temporary.
Both emphasised that

cooperation may be re-
sumed later and that the
two organisations’ under-
lying approach to matters
such as safety and cus-
tomer benefits in auto-
mated driving remained
compatible.
They described the de-

cision as “a mutual and
amicable agreement”.
They will now concen-
trate on existing develop-
ment paths, which may

DIVORCE!
BMW and Daimler scrap joint development plans

include working with cur-
rent or new partners.
“We have systemati-

cally further developed
our technology and scala-
ble platform with partners
like Intel, Mobileye, FCA
and Ansys,” said Klaus
Fröhlich, board member
at BMW.
BMW and Daimler, in-

cluding at its Mercedes-
Benz subsidiary, are both
working separately on
highly-automated driv-
ing. However, they were
unable to hold detailed
expert discussions and
talk to suppliers about
technology roadmaps
until the contract was

signed last year.
In these talks, both

sides concluded that, in
view of the expense in-
volved in creating a
shared technology plat-
form, as well as current
business and economic
conditions, the timing
was not right for success-
ful implementation of the
cooperation.
“To prepare for future

challenges of a rapidly
changing environment,
we are also sounding out
possibilities with partners
outside the automotive
sector,” said Markus
Schäfer, board member at
Daimler.

BMW headquarters in Munich

SmartSens Technology
has completed its acquisi-
tion of Shenzhen-based
Allchip Microelectronics,
a specialist in cmos image
sensors for automotive
applications.
Allchip focuses on the

design and development
of CIS video sensing
technologies. Its prod-
ucts, which include a se-
ries of SoC image
sensors, have been widely
deployed in automobile
cameras and other minia-
turised video surveillance
applications.
“The increasing adop-

tion of image sensors in
automobiles has brought
new momentum to the
imaging market,” said
Richard Xu, CEO of
SmartSens. “Our acquisi-
tion of Allchip is a strate-
gic move for SmartSens
that will significantly
broaden our leadership
and capacity in address-
ing this market. Our com-
bined advantage utilising
shared resources and
technologies will deliver
a true win-win for us and
our customers for years to
come.”
Allchip moved to the

SmartSens Shenzhen
R&D centre in the Shen-
zhen Longgang district
last month.
“We are thrilled to be

part of the SmartSens
family,” said Mike Hu,
former CEO of Allchip
and now VP of technol-

SmartSens completes acquisition of AllChip
ogy at SmartSens. “We
share the same set of core
values, which emphasise
the pursuit of technology
innovation in service of
our customers’ needs. We
look forward to combin-
ing Allchip’s technical

know-how in the automo-
tive industry with Smart-
Sens’ excellent business
channel to successfully
launch class-leading
products for automotive
adas and other smart
sensing applications.”

Hu is a veteran in cmos
image sensors since his
role in BYD Microelec-
tronics as chief technol-
ogy officer ten years ago.
Founded in 2011,

SmartSens supplies cmos
imaging worldwide.
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Development has fin-
ished on Mipi A-Phy
v1.0, a long-reach serdes
physical layer interface
for automotive use. The
specification is undergo-
ing member review, with
official adoption expected
this summer.
A-Phy will provide a

physical layer for data
transfers spanning an en-
tire vehicle. It should help
the automotive industry
accelerate the availability
of adas, autonomous driv-
ing and surround-sensor
applications, including
cameras and in-vehicle
infotainment displays.

It serves as the founda-
tion of what will be an
end-to-end system de-
signed to simplify the in-
tegration of cameras,
sensors and displays,
while also incorporating
functional safety and se-
curity.
Higher-layer Mipi pro-

tocols, such as the CSI-2
camera serial interface
and DSI-2 display serial
interface, are already used
to connect sensors and
displays to domain ECUs
and other on-board com-
puters in many vehicles.
They are transported over
Mipi C-Phy or D-Phy

shorter-reach physical
layers and use bridges to
connect to proprietary
long-reach phys.
With the use of upcom-

ing adaptation layers,
these higher-layer proto-
cols will run natively
over A-Phy, eliminating
the need for these propri-
etary bridges.
“A-Phy is a major mile-

stone in the industry,”
said Joel Huloux, chair-
man of the MipiAlliance.
“Mipi is leading the
charge to provide new in-
terconnects that will help
make cars safer and
smarter for their opera-

tors. By offering long-
reach automotive wired
connectivity, Mipi is
building on its successful
track record in the mobile
industry, including its
camera and display inter-
face specifications, which
are already prevalent in
cars today.”
A-Phy is being devel-

oped as an asymmetric
data link in a point-to-
point topology, with high-
speed unidirectional data,
embedded bidirectional
control data and optional
power delivery, all over a
single cable. Reach is up
to 15m.

Mipi completes work on long-reach A-Phy serdes

Siemens is to acquire
UltraSoC Technologies, a
provider of instrumenta-
tion and analytics that
puts intelligent monitor-
ing, cyber security and
functional safety capabil-
ities into the core hard-
ware of systems-on-chip
(SoCs).
Siemens plans to inte-

grate UltraSoC’s technol-
ogy into the Xcelerator
portfolio as part of Men-
tor’s Tessent software
product suite.
This should enable a

unified data-driven infra-
structure that can enhance
product quality, safety
and cyber security, and
help the semiconductor
industry overcome manu-
facturing defects, soft-
ware and hardware bugs,
device early-failure and
wear-out, functional
safety, and malicious at-
tacks.
“Siemens’ acquisition

of UltraSoC means that
for the first time our cus-
tomers can access not just
design-for-test, but com-

Siemens acquires
UltraSoC to boost
silicon lifecycle
management

prehensive design for
lifecycle management for
systems-on-chip, includ-
ing functional safety, se-
curity and optimisation,”
said Brady Benware, vice
president at Siemens. “By
utilising design augmen-
tation to detect, mitigate
and eliminate risks
throughout the SoC life-
cycle, customers can
radically improve time-
to-revenue, product qual-
ity and safety, and
profitability. “
UltraSoC embeds mon-

itoring hardware into
complex SoCs to enable
fab-to-field analytics ca-
pabilities designed to ac-
celerate silicon bring-up,
optimise product per-
formance, and confirm
that devices are operating
as designed for functional
safety and cyber security.
Tessent provides SoC

design-for-test and has
strengths in automotive
functional safety.
The combination of

Siemens and UltraSoC
technology can benefit

the entire semiconductor
product lifecycle, includ-
ing structural, electrical
and functional capabili-
ties of SoCs. It also sup-
ports Siemens’ digital
twin with UltraSoC pro-
viding monitoring of the
real device.
“This acquisition accel-

erates UltraSoC’s vision
at a much larger scale
with the incredible team,
assets, industry know-
how and footprint of
Siemens,” said Rupert
Baines, CEO of Ultra-
SoC.
UltraSoC’s products are

used in the automotive,
high-performance com-
puting, storage and semi-
conductor industries.
Siemens’ acquisition of

UltraSoC is due to close
in the fourth quarter of
fiscal year 2020. Terms of
the transaction were not
disclosed.
• For more on the
relationship between
Siemens and Mentor,
see the feature starting
on page 13.

Combining Siemens and UltraSoC technology
can benefit the entire semiconductor lifecycle

Sakor Technologies is
supplying systems for hy-
brid and electric vehicle
testing and high-voltage
battery testing and simu-
lation to Indian automo-
tive manufacturers and
regulatory agencies.
Sakor is working with

SAJ Test Plant, an Indian
company that designs and
makes eddy current and
hydraulic dynamometers
for engine, vehicle and
transmission test rigs and
customised test rigs.
Under the partnership,

both companies are sup-
plying test equipment to
meet the Indian govern-
ment mandate to electrify

vehicle fleets by 2030 to
reduce pollution from
petrol and diesel engines.
The deal follows Sakor

this year exhibiting at the
Automotive Testing Expo
in India. Since then,
Sakor and SAJ have held
meetings with more than
a dozen Indian automo-
tive manufacturers and
regulatory agencies to
offer expertise and dis-
cuss requirements.
They are working with

potential customers to fi-
nalise specifications and
negotiating sale terms
with other companies in
the two-, three- and four-
wheel markets.

Sakor partners SAJ in India
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Continental subsidiary
Vitesco Technologies and
Rohm Semiconductor are
cooperating on the devel-
opment of silicon carbide
(SiC) power technology
for electric vehicles
(EVs).
Vitesco will use SiC

components to increase
the efficiency of its power
electronics for EVs.
Through their higher effi-
ciency, SiC semiconduc-
tors make better use of
the electric energy stored
in a vehicle battery. Thus,
an EV has a longer range,
or the battery cost can be
reduced without impact-
ing the range.
“Energy efficiency is of

paramount importance in
an electric vehicle,” said
Thomas Stierle, executive
vice president at Vitesco.
“As the traction battery is
the only source of energy
in the vehicle, any losses
caused by power conver-
sion need to be min-
imised. We are therefore
developing a SiC option
within our modular
power electronics sys-
tem.”
Vitesco is already de-

veloping and testing SiC
technology in an 800V in-
verter concept to confirm
the efficiency potential of
the technology. The ap-
proach of this programme
is to look at the complete
system of inverter and
motor to identify the best
combination of device

Rohm and Vitesco develop SiC for EVs

technology and switching
strategy. In this context
SiC semiconductors – for
example SiC mosfets for
800V battery systems –
offer more efficient
switching in the inverter
(higher frequency, steeper
switching slopes) and
cause fewer harmonic
losses in the electric
motor.
“We are looking for-

ward to the future cooper-
ation with Vitesco,” said
Kazuhide Ino, director of
Rohm’s power device
business unit. “Together
with Vitesco, we want to
further improve the en-
ergy efficiency of the
electronic system in EVs
to use the full potential of
the SiC technology for a
sustainable mobility.”
SiC technology is a key

enabler for super-fast

Rohm and Vitesco are cooperating on SiC technology

charging technology that
uses 800V. In the course
of the cooperation, Rohm
and Vitesco will work on
creating the optimum
combination of Rohm’s
SiC technology for high
volume manufacturing
and best fit of inverter de-
sign for highest effi-
ciency.
“The SiC option is a

very promising future
part of our modular
power electronics system
comprising of software,
power output stage and

switching strategy,” said
Gerd Rösel, head of inno-
vation at Vitesco. “We
will work with Rohm on
an 800V SiC inverter as
well as on a 400V SiC in-
verter. Vitesco plans the
start of production of the
first SiC inverter as of
2025, when the demand
for SiC is expected to rise
significantly.”
Vitesco and Rohm both

have sites at Nuremberg,
which is not far from
Vitesco’s headquarters at
Regensburg.

Hyundai Mobis has de-
veloped an integrated
communication controller
fors real-time sharing of
vehicle information with
other vehicles or infra-
structure.
It connects ECUs on

the vehicle, such as the
powertrain, multimedia,
airbags and brakes,
through wires to analyse
vehicle operation data in
real time. It can process
data from sensors such as
radar, lidar and cameras.

Hyundai integrated controller

NXP has selected
TSMC’s 5nm process for
its next automotive plat-
form. The collaboration
aims to combine NXP’s
automotive quality and
functional safety with
TSMC’s technology to
transform automobiles

into powerful computers
for the road.
Building on multiple

successful 16nm designs,
TSMC and NXP are ex-
panding their collabora-
tion to create a
system-on-chip (SoC)
platform in 5nm. This

NXP picks TSMC 5nm
for automotive SoCs

will address functions and
workloads such as con-
nected cockpits, domain
controllers, autonomous
driving, networking, hy-
brid propulsion control
and integrated chassis
management.
NXPwill adopt N5P, an

enhanced version of
TSMC’s 5nm technology,
which provides about 20
per cent faster speed or 40
per cent power reduction
compared with the pre-
ceding 7nm generation.
NXP’s developments

on 5nm, initially based on
its S32 architecture, will
lead to architectures of-
fering scalability and a
common software envi-
ronment, simplifying and
enabling the increase in
software performance re-
quired in future cars.
“Modern vehicle archi-

tectures need to har-
monise software infra-
structure across domains
to leverage investments,
scale deployments and
share resources,” said
Henri Ardevol, executive
vice president at NXP.
“NXP aims to deliver the
premier automotive pro-
cessing platform based on
TSMC’s 5nm process,
with a consistent architec-
ture across domains and
with differentiation in
performance, power, and
world-class safety and se-
curity.”
NXP and TSMC expect

the delivery of first sam-
ples of 5nm devices to
NXP’s key customers in
2021.
“TSMC’s latest collab-

oration with NXP truly
demonstrates how auto-
motive semiconductors
have evolved from simple
microcontrollers to so-
phisticated processors on
par with chips used in the
most demanding high-
performance computing
systems,” said Kevin
Zhang, vice president at
TSMC. “TSMC has en-
joyed a long history of
strong partnership with
NXP, and we are excited
to take the automotive
platform another step
forward into the most
advanced technology
available in the market
and unleash the power of
NXP’s innovative prod-
ucts for intelligent auto-
motive applications and
more.”

NXP and TSMC prepare for modern cars

Aicas says it has simpli-
fied the development of
intelligent transportation
products for OEMs by in-
tegrating its modular soft-
ware with the Blackberry
QNX software develop-
ment platform.
This should help em-

bedded software develop-
ers bring full-featured
software stacks to market
faster.
Aicas’ middleware pro-

vides the intelligent con-

nectivity for nearly 20
million devices and can
be an integral layer of
software stacks for info-
tainment and telematics.
“Blackberry QNX and

Aicas have a long history
of serving the automotive
industry,” said Grant
Courville, vice-president
at Blackberry QNX. “We
are pleased that Aicas is
now able to provide the
auto industry with a pre-
integrated version of its

Jamaica frameworks.
This pre-integration pro-
vides the building blocks
for innovative in-vehicle
systems and cloud con-
nectivity that today’s for-
ward looking automakers
need.”
Aicas embedded soft-

ware lets developers tap
into real-time capabilities,
including critical applica-
tions for connected, semi-
and fully-autonomous ve-
hicles.

Aicas and Blackberry aid embedded software developers
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Nvidia is working with
Mercedes-Benz to create
an in-vehicle computing
system and AI infrastruc-
ture. Starting in 2024, this
will be rolled out across
Mercedes vehicles giving
them upgradable auto-
mated driving functions.
The software-defined

architecture will be built
on Nvidia’s Drive plat-
form and be standard in
Mercedes-Benz’vehicles.
A primary feature will

be the ability to automate
driving of regular routes
from address to address.
In addition, there will be
safety and convenience
applications.

Customers will be able
to purchase and add capa-
bilities, software applica-
tions and subscription
services through over-
the-air software updates

during the life of the car.
“We are excited to work

with Mercedes-Benz,”
said Jensen Huang, CEO
of Nvidia. “Every future
Mercedes-Benz with the

Nvidia and Mercedes plan
software architecture

Nvidia Drive system will
come with a team of
expert AI and software
engineers continuously
developing, refining and
enhancing the car over its
lifetime.”
The system will use the

Orin system-on-chip
(SoC) based on the re-
cently announced Nvidia
Ampere supercomputing
architecture.
The Drive platform in-

cludes a full system soft-
ware stack for automated
driving AI applications.
Nvidia and Mercedes-
Benz will jointly develop
the AI and automated ve-
hicle applications that in-
clude SAE levels two and
three, as well as auto-
mated parking functions
up to level four.
“This new platform will

become an efficient, cen-
tralised and software-de-
fined system in our future
Mercedes-Benz vehi-
cles,” said Ola Källenius,
chairman of Mercedes-
Benz. “Nvidia’s AI com-
puting architecture will
help us streamline our
journey towards au-
tonomous driving. These
new capabilities and up-
grades will be down-
loaded from the cloud.”
Both companies will

use the Drive infrastruc-
ture to enable data driven
and deep neural network
development to handle
the requirements of the
regions and operational
domains where the cars
will be available.

Mercedes-Benz and Nvidia to build
software-defined architecture

Phantom AI, a developer
of a vehicle-agnostic au-
tonomous driving plat-
form, is working with
Renesas Electronics on
full-stack level-two adas.
Phantom AI has built a

flexible, automotive-
grade adas on Renesas’
single, low-power R-Car
V3H system-on-chip
(SoC), which provides
enough computing power
to enable a level-two adas
feature set and meets
functional safety needs.
There are three core

products: PhantomVision
is a scalable deep learning
computer vision system
supporting vehicle,
pedestrian, bicyclist, free-
space, traffic sign and
traffic light detection;
PhantomFusion enables
independent sensor fusion

Renesas aids Phantom AI on full-stack adas

and object tracking and
uses camera, radar and
lidar; and PhantomDrive
is an adas control system
enabling adaptive cruise
control, lane centring and
automatic lane change.
Phantom AI’s software

gives OEMs and tier-one
suppliers an opportunity
to deploy adas across
low- to mid-end vehicle
platforms where develop-
ment cost is a concern.

The software provides
NCap 2020 compliance
with no impact on system
performance.
The collaboration with

Renesas has helped Phan-
tom deliver ISO 26262
compliance. Renesas pro-
vided a SoC, PMIC and
timing chipset to reduce
development efforts and
costs.
The integration of real-

time core integration in a

SoC includes Autosar
support, removing the
need for an external
MCU.
“Renesas’ R-Car V3H

provides a perfect balance
between deep learning
and traditional computer
vision hardware accelera-
tion and is an ideal com-
plement to our computer
vision technology,” said
Hyunggi Cho, co-founder
and CEO of PhantomAI.

Phantom AI full stack level-two adas on Renesas V3H

The Malaysia Automo-
tive, Robotics & IoT In-
stitute (Marii) and
Multi-Code Electronics
(MCE) have signed an
MoU to develop critical
components to accelerate
the implementation of au-
tonomous driving and
connected mobility.
The MoU will see both

parties collaborate on the
development of parts and
components that are cru-
cial and strategic to the
ecosystem of local tech-
nology in the areas of
next-generation vehicles,

connected mobility and
autonomous driving.
“These development of

such parts and compo-
nents are key in allowing
the industry to develop
vehicle-to-vehicle com-
munications, smart sen-
sors and autonomous
technology to enable con-
nected mobility,” said
Dato’ Madani Sahari,
CEO of Marii.
This MoU, he said, cre-

ated opportunities to en-
hance local talent in
higher value fields while
spurring the growth of

technology among auto-
motive players.
The initiative will start

with technological com-
ponents including lidar,
radar, cameras, recorders,
and other electronic and
mechatronic components.
“Through this collabo-

ration, Marii and MCE
will work together to de-
velop core technology
components and systems
to accelerate the develop-
ment of key enabling
technologies,” said Goh
Kar Chun, group manag-
ing director of MCE.

“This initiative will also
enhance the capabilities
of local vendors through
accelerated technology
adoption.”
Earlier this year, Marii

announced an EV inter-
operability centre, hous-
ing charging stations,
smart grid integration and
infrastructures to accom-
modate mobility research.
An autonomous vehicle

test bed is also in the
works to enable busi-
nesses in the mobility
ecosystem to design and
validate their products.

MCE and Marii MoU to push autonomous driving
Delphi Technologies and
TomTom have shown that
the real-world use of adas
combined with real-time
mapping data and propul-
sion software can deliver
fuel savings of more than
ten per cent.
The use of this collec-

tive software technology
can reduce costs by lever-
aging equipment found
on vehicles today, with-
out compromising drive
times or preferred routes.
The results were

achieved through road
tests of Delphi Technolo-
gies’ Intelligent Driving
prototype vehicle using
TomTom’s adas map. The

testing involved mixed-
use routes to validate the
system’s fuel economy
benefits under real-world
driving conditions.
The adas map provides

data on speed limits, lane
information, gradient,
road curvature and traffic
signs. Delphi’s software
and the TomTom data
help the car’s propulsion
system improve speed
and control by anticipat-
ing the road ahead, thus
reducing energy con-
sumption.
“The significant effi-

ciency gains from our
collaboration with Tom-
Tom demonstrate how

our proprietary Intelligent
Driving system, com-
bined with the right high-
fidelity mapping data, can
enable everyday vehicles
to drive cleaner, better
and further without com-
promises,” says Paul Far-
rell, senior vice president
at Delphi Technologies.
Testing on the 48V

mild-hybrid passenger car
prototype showed that
driving times remained
largely the same, both
with and without Intelli-
gent Driving.
Yet, powertrain effi-

ciency was dramatically
improved when the adas
map was activated.

Delphi and TomTom combine adas and mapping to save fuel
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Bosch has introduced au-
tomatic emergency calls
for motorcycles. Help
Connect automatically
alerts emergency services
via smartphone.
The risk of being killed

in a crash is 20 times
higher for motorcyclists
than for car drivers. This
has prompted Bosch to
develop Help Connect, a
digitally connected ecall
system for motorised
two-wheelers.
“Help Connect adds a

digital guardian angel to
the broad Bosch portfolio
of motorcycle safety sys-
tems,” said Harald
Kroeger from the Bosch
board of management.
The digitally connected

ecall system uses an intel-
ligent crash algorithm in-
stalled in the vehicle’s
inertial sensor unit to de-
tect accidents. Via a

smartphone app, it trans-
mits information about
the accident scene and the
rider to the Bosch service
centre, and from there to
the emergency services,
helping them find the vic-
tim more quickly.
An automatic message

of this sort can cut the
time it takes for emer-
gency services to arrive
on the scene by up to half.
Help Connect draws on

information from the
Bosch motorcycle stabil-
ity control and its inertial
sensor unit. One hundred
times a second, this inte-
grated sensor measures
acceleration and angular
velocity. The sensor can
thus accurately calculate
the motorcycle’s current
position and angle of
lean.
Moreover, the inte-

grated crash algorithm

enables the sensor to
detect automatically
whether the motorcycle
has been involved in an
accident, or whether a
mishap has caused it to
fall over when being
parked. It does not re-
quire an additional con-
trol unit, which makes
integrating it into the mo-
torcycle more straightfor-
ward.
It connects to Bosch’s

Vivatar emergency app
via Bluetooth. Other
smartphone apps, such as
motorcycle manufactur-
ers’ proprietary apps, can
also be integrated.
Apart from information

about location, Help Con-
nect also transmits any
medical data provided by
the rider to the service
centre. On request, other
people may also be auto-
matically contacted with

Bosch develops ecall for motorcycles
news of the accident.
The emergency call

service will initially be
available in Germany.
Users will be able to com-
municate with the service
centre in German or Eng-
lish from any European
country. If the accident is
severe and the rider fails
to respond, emergency
services are immediately
directed to the scene.
As smartphones are

generally carried close to
the body, riders who have
been in an accident can be
quickly located even if
they were thrown off their
vehicle in the crash.
Some 18 crash tests

were carried out to
analyse accident scenar-
ios and demonstrate the
functionality of Help
Connect.

Crash tests demonstrated ecall functionality

Drive U Auto, developer
of a connectivity platform
for autonomous vehicle
teleoperation, has raised
$4m.
Drive U Auto has a

decade of experience with
cellular bonding and
video transmission. It
uses these assets to pro-
vide the autonomous ve-
hicles industry with low
latency connectivity for
teleoperations.
The round was led by

Zohar Zisapel, Two
Lanterns Venture Part-
ners, Yigal Jacoby and
Kaedan Capital.

Drive U Auto gets $4m

Israeli automated driving
start-up Foretellix has de-
veloped technology with
Vires, part of Hexagon, to
improve the quality of
adas and autonomous ve-
hicle testing through in-
telligent data-driven
automation.
The integrated work-

flow connects Foretellix’s
Foretify platform with the
Vires VTD virtual test
drive simulation software
to provide coverage-dri-
ven verification.
The platform is for in-

telligent verification au-
tomation and analytics of
automated driving sys-
tems. It includes a
measurable scenario de-
scription language (M-
SDL) to describe both
scenarios and coverage
goals at a high level.
Automation generates

combinations of scenario
variants along with moni-
tors to check and track
scenario coverage. It can
aggregate coverage data
from the execution across

all testing platforms in-
cluding test vehicles, test
tracks, simulation and x-
in-the-loop.
Analytics and metrics

help developers know
where they are, what to
do next and when they’re
done.
The VTD simulation

suite can test adas and au-
tomated driving systems.
It enables the design of
3D environments to sim-
ulate complex traffic sce-
narios and edge cases
accurately. Modular and
based on open standards,
it connects with third-
party software and hard-
ware to enable SiL, DiL,
ViL and HiL testing with
test rigs, training simula-
tors or sensors.
Both companies sup-

port an open adas and AV
ecosystem, contribute to
open standardisation
efforts, and are involved
in the Association for
Standardisation of Auto-
mation &Measuring Sys-
tems.

Foretellix and Vires partner on autonomous tests

Foretellix and Vires collaborate
on autonomous vehicle testing

Ford has made a range of
connected vehicle serv-
ices free to European
drivers, letting them con-
trol and monitor key fea-
tures in their cars from
their smartphone.
Drivers can access con-

nected vehicle features
using the FordPass app
which enables various re-
mote services, including
checking on vehicle
health, fuel level and oil
levels, as well as locking
and unlocking doors.
Previously, connected

vehicle services were
available to new vehicle
owners as a two-year trial
subscription. Ford has
now waived subscription
fees for most of its con-
nected services.
With the app, drivers

can start their vehicle en-
gine remotely, heating or
cooling the cabin to a
comfortable temperature
before setting out.
Push notifications and

in-app vehicle health

alerts highlight issues that
may need the owner’s at-
tention, such as low tyre
pressure or a failed light
bulb. The app can also
show the vehicle’s precise
location.
In the event of a break-

down, the app automati-
cally coordinates with
roadside patrols and
sends vehicle location
and diagnostics informa-
tion to the roadside assis-
tance service.
For electric vehicles,

the app provides informa-
tion about battery level
and driving range, and
can help owners benefit
from off-peak electricity
tariffs by scheduling ve-
hicle charging.
• US firm Linxup, a brand
of GPS tracking for small
and medium-sized serv-
ice businesses, has be-
come an authorised Ford
Data Services provider,
integrating Ford vehicle
data into its telematics
software.

Connected vehicle features in the FordPass app

Ford connects
drivers for free
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Oxbotica is using deep-
fake technology to teach
autonomous vehicles.
Deepfaking, which first

shot to fame when it was
used to create viral inter-
net videos, uses deep
learning artificial intelli-
gence (AI) to generate
fake photo-realistic im-
ages.
Oxbotica’s technology

is capable of generating
thousands of these photo-
realistic images in min-
utes, changing weather,
cars, buildings and time
of day.
This can expose au-

tonomous vehicles to near
infinite variations of the
same road scene without
the need for real-world
testing.
Deepfake algorithms

allow the software firm to
reproduce the same scene
in poor weather or ad-
verse conditions, and sub-
ject its vehicles to rare
occurrences.
The technology can

also reverse road signage
or class switch, where
one object such as a tree
is replaced with another
such as a building.
It can change the light-

ing of an image, to show
a particular frame at a dif-
ferent time of the day or
season of the year, all
while ensuring shadows
or reflections appear as

Oxbotica deepfake technology
teaches autonomous vehicles

they should. It then uses
these synthetic images to
teach its software,
producing thousands of
accurately labelled, true-
to-life experiences and re-
hearsals, which are not
real but generated, even
down to the rain drops on
lenses.
“Using deepfakes is an

incredible opportunity for
us to increase the speed
and efficiency of safely
bringing autonomy to any
vehicle in any environ-
ment, a central focus of

our universal autonomy
vision,” said Paul New-
man, CTO at Oxbotica,.
“What we’re really doing
here is training our AI to
produce a syllabus for
other AIs to learn from.
It’s the equivalent of giv-
ing someone a fishing rod
rather than a fish. It offers
remarkable scaling op-
portunities.”
The data are generated

by a teaching cycle made
up of two co-evolving
AIs, one attempting to
create ever more convinc-

ing fake images while the
other tries to detect which
are real and which have
been reproduced.
Engineers have de-

signed a feedback mech-
anism that sees both
entities improve over
time to outsmart their ad-
versary. Over time, the
detection mechanism will
become unable to spot the
difference, which means
the deepfakeAI module is
ready to be used to gener-
ate data to teach other
AIs.

How deepfake technology changes images for autonomous vehicle testing

Nanjing SemiDrive is
using Imagination’s
Power VR 9XM GPU in
its X9 smart cockpit chip,
which has been taped out
and brought up.
SemiDrive focuses on

automotive grade chips
and providing intelligent
connected vehicles with
SoCs for cockpits and
core gateways. The Chi-

nese fabless semiconduc-
tor firm has received an
ISO 26262 functional
safety management cer-
tificate from TÜV.
The chip has hardware

virtualisation for the
smart cockpit for full HD
multi-screen using its
DriveBoost hardware vir-
tualised accelerating unit.
“Imagination’s GPUs

have powerful perform-
ance,” said Maggie Qiu,
CEO of SemiDrive. “For
example, its hardware
virtualisation can provide
good isolation capability
among various apps and
operating systems. This
could maximise the utili-
sation of underlying GPU
hardware while improv-
ing security.”

SemiDrive adopts Imagination GPU
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More than three years
have passed since
Siemens acquired

Mentor Graphics. Since then,
much work has been done to
integrate Mentor’s products with
those from Siemens, in particular
a key aim has been updating
Mentor’s Capital electrical and

BLISS
married

Steve Rogerson
looks at what has
changed since
Siemens acquired
Mentor Graphics
in 2017

electronic development software
and making it part of the Siemens
Xcelerator portfolio of software,
services and application
development platform.

Today, Capital is integrated with
adjacent Siemens products,
including the Teamcenter
portfolio for product lifecycle

management, NX software for
mechanical design and Mendix
low code development
environments, which creates a
comprehensive electrical and
electronic systems development
environment to engineer smart
products.

But this work has been more

than a matter of integration.
Capital itself has grown in
complexity to cope with the
increasing amount of functionality
in modern vehicles. This growth
has included support for software
architecture, communications
networks and Autosar compliant
software.

“Siemens is well know for
mechanical design and PLM,”
said Nick Smith, development
director at Siemens. “The
acquisition of Mentor added more
capabilities. We are integrating
Capital into Xcelerator and taking
Capital beyond its traditional
capabilities.”

This has been essential as the
growth in vehicle technology has
far outstripped what was
predicted. Back in 2014, experts
thought that by 2020 there would
be 30 million lines of code in a
vehicle and about 10,000 network
signals. The reality today is up to
150 million lines of code and
20,000 network signals.

“The complexity is outrunning
the ability to cope with the
complexity, and that is what we
are trying to address,” said Smith.

This is being made worse by
different departments, even in the
same organisation, working in
silos. This can lead to missed and
misinterpreted requirements, more
documentation, poor data flow
and cumbersome change
management.

“We need to break down the
silos,” said Smith. “Part of that is
working with digital twins not just
of the product but of the
production process and the use.”

Capital has evolved over the
past two decades from its
beginnings in CAD generating
wiring harnesses and then onto
electrical distribution systems.
Constantly evolving across
multiple electrical domains led to
an 85 per cent reduction in design
time as well as faster ramp up to
production and increased
efficiency.

“We also moved into
documentation and diagnostics,”
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said Hans-Juergen Mantsch,
Siemens technical director.
“When a car goes into a workshop
with an electrical problem,
diagnosing that can be very time
consuming. We can create the
documentation that can be on a
tablet that the workshop can use
to find the problem. The
documentation can be generated
from the VIN, so it is specific to
the actual vehicle.”

The next move was to cover all
aspects of the electrical
distribution system including

adding other domains that
addressed the electrical and
electronic systems.

“This is about the step before
you design the electrical system,”
said Mantsch. “How many ECUs
do you want? How many software
components? How are they
organised in the vehicle? And so
on. As we create the vehicle
architecture and take the decision
of what functionality is in the car,
we also create the model of the
circuitry in the car. This shift was
very important to us because it

allowed a coherent tool flow
through the design.”

And now there are the more
recent developments of adding
software architectures, network
communications and software
implementation capabilities.

“This can lead to making
vehicles upgradeable after they
have been sold,” said Mantsch.
“This is key.”

Also key is the Autosar standard
for software implementation. This
provides better integration
between what the car maker
designs and what the tier-one
suppliers do.

“It lets you have a coherent
model design that can be shared
between OEMs and the tier-ones,”
said Mantsch. “We are also
integrated into the Siemens PLM
capabilities of Xcelerator and with
the vehicle mechanical system.
Capital is now not only fully
integrated into the Siemens
platform but has grown over the
past three years. We are helping to
break the silos. We are letting
members of different departments
and silos interact.”

Capital enables support for software architectures, communication networks and
Autosar compliant embedded software within the Xcelerator portfolio

Nick Smith: “Acquiring Mentor
added more capabilities.”

Hans-Juergen Mantsch: “We
are helping to break the silos.”

This has involved evolving from
an electrical architecture to one
that deals with electrical and
electronic systems with embedded
software and network capabilities.

A major element of this has
been generative design. This is
model based and synthesises the
entire electrical system for the
product. The logical systems and
their associated requirements
describing individual features are
prepared for allocation into the
platform topology.

Other models describing
carryover content, product plans,
detailing variability, cost targets
and other inputs are added into the
mix.

Then, using rules and
constraints, the entire wiring
system for a car model and all its
derivative variants is generated
with the resultant design data
verified and stored. Changes can
be made and evaluated with
dynamically generated metrics,
conducting trade studies and
optimising designs before
extracting the drawings that
represent the entire wiring system
and the harnesses. Outputs are
correct by construction, validated,
sheet by sheet, system by system
and also for the entire electrical
system.

“Generative design is a
paradigm shift that transforms the
way car and aircraft companies
can develop their electrical
system,” said Martin O’Brien,
senior vice president at Siemens.

The data that are created also
facilitate repurposing within other
engineering applications such as
those used for harness
manufacture by tier-one harness
makers.

“We can bridge data directly

from the OEMs into those
companies,” said O’Brien. “One
example of repurposing is the
generation of full-scale
manufacturing form boards,
normally transcribed manually.
Huge time savings are quickly
realised often in excess of 80%,
and error free outputs have
established Capital as the design
tool of choice among the world’s
top five harness makers in
automotive. Further modules
within Capital create the BoM,
develop costs and work
instructions that support
manufacturing.”

The end-to-end capture and
definition of the electrical and
electronic system functionality
enables the creation of a
comprehensive digital twin for
early simulation and verification.
This allows organisations to shift-
left or move their verification and

validation earlier in the product
development process, thereby
helping achieve faster product
development, higher product
quality and reduced time to
market.

The model-based approach of
Capital helps enable high levels of
automation and data continuity
via a digital thread connecting
product optimisation, realisation
and certification. As well as
supporting an end-to-end flow,
Capital is flexible to adapt to
specific needs, supporting
individual ways of working while
providing support for necessary
industry standards as part of an
open ecosystem.

“We are helping to blur the
boundaries between the different
engineering teams,” said Mantsch.
“They can look at the same data
and understand what the other
groups are doing.”

Martin O’Brien: “Generative design is a paradigm shift.”
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Cameras and camera link
technologies are being
deployed in an ever-

increasing range of applications in
vehicles to assist drivers and
augment the driving experience.
Traditional rear-view cameras
(RVCs) featuring a single camera
are being superseded by surround-
view monitors (SVMs) with four
or more cameras that provide a
360˚ perspective of the vehicle.

Drive recorders, blind spot
monitoring, night vision, road
sign recognition, lane departure
monitors, adaptive cruise control,
emergency braking and low speed
collision avoidance systems all
help ease the load on the driver.
To augment the driving
experience, cameras are also
being introduced for applications
as diverse as driver vital sign
monitoring, occupant detection,
and gesture recognition for human
machine interfacing.

Developments in camera
systems are even allowing
automotive manufacturers to
reimagine the vehicle silhouette
through the replacement of
traditional features such as wing
mirrors.

A lot of the diverse camera
applications listed share a genesis
in the standard definition (SD)
RVCs still featured in many of
today’s vehicles. SD cameras have
been routinely deployed in
automotive applications for well

SSSSMMMMIIIILLLLEEEE  PPPPLLLLEEEEAAAASSSSEEEE!!!!

Joe Triggs and
Derek Burke 
discuss automotive
camera link 
technology

over a decade, proliferating from
premium vehicles into the broader
vehicle line in response to
legislative requirements and
customer expectations. 

SD video offered automotive
OEMs many benefits: low risk

due to the maturity of a
technology proven out in the
consumer television industry over
many years, low bandwidth
demands resulting in the ability to
use cheap cables and connectors
while also maintaining controlled

emissions, and a mature range of
video encoders and decoders with
proven handling for potentially
unstable video inputs.

Today, the ubiquity of ultra-high
definition (UHD) displays in
consumer devices is driving the

requirement for larger and higher
definition displays in all types of
vehicles. While an SD video may
appear satisfactory on a smaller
display, today’s consumers can
easily perceive its shortcomings
on a larger display, for example

the lack of high frequency detail
caused by the limited bandwidth
of SD video or cross-colour
artefacts introduced when
separating the luminance and
chrominance signals from one
another in the modulated signal. 
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The trend towards larger
displays has resulted in
automotive OEMs being
challenged to upgrade the rest of
their camera architectures to high
definition. One key building block
involved in addressing this is the
camera link technology selected
to transfer image data from the
camera to the receiving unit, such
as the ECU or display.

The first use case characteristic
when selecting a new camera link
technology for an application is
the bandwidth required. Cameras
range widely in terms of
bandwidth requirements. 

Traditional RVCs using SD
video resolutions require low
bandwidths, for example, 6MHz.
SVMs, typically employed at low
speeds, use low refresh rates – for
example 30Hz – to increase
exposure, which can limit the
bandwidth required. Wing-mirror
replacement systems, which
operate across the whole range of

a vehicle’s operating speeds, use
higher refresh rates – 60Hz or
higher – to reduce latency, which
demands increased bandwidth.
Front facing cameras for
autonomous driving applications
demand ultra-high resolutions,
above 18Mpixel, and hence have
very high bandwidth
requirements. 

Many camera link technologies
exist to deliver a broad gamut of
bandwidth capabilities; their
selection is influenced by, and can
influence, several aspects of the
camera system and overall
vehicle.

Image quality
The image quality that a camera
link technology enables is a
critical factor in the architecture
design. Sending video data across
a camera link technology that
does not provide sufficient
bandwidth could result in the loss
of image integrity or complete

image loss. Image degradation
caused by the camera link
technology can be assessed by
measuring factors such as image
sharpness and dynamic range.

Cable
The complete cable assembly or
wiring harness of a modern
vehicle is one of its most
complex, heavy and difficult to
install components. With the
average car featuring well over a
kilometre of wiring, the harness
demands serious considerations. 

Applications with higher
bandwidth requirements such as
ultra-high resolution front facing
cameras for autonomous vehicles
require high quality, heavy cables.
Cable weight has emerged as a
topic of increased scrutiny in
recent years given the focus on
making cars lighter and more
efficient to increase range for
combustion engine and electric
vehicles alike. 

For applications involving
complex routing through a
vehicle, the bend radius supported
by a cable may be important. For
applications where the camera is
located in a hinged body part,
such as the door for SVMs or boot
lid for RVCs and SVMs, the
robustness of the cable to open
and close cycles is critical. For
applications where the cable may
be exposed to harsh environments,
water resistance may be required.

Regardless of the camera link
technology and cable type
selected, every centimetre of cable
has a cost and, when all the costs
of the harness are collated, it can
result in the harness being one of
the three most expensive elements
of the vehicle.

Traditional SD video, due to its

Cameras and other sensors help cars detect what is around them

Modern vehicles have a wide variety of external cameras

low bandwidth demands,
facilitates the use of extremely
cost-effective, light cables. In
many instances, unshielded
twisted pair (UTP) cables, similar
to those normally used for low
speed control links such as Can,
are used for SD video.

Connectors
Another crucial element of the
wiring harness and its connected
modules are the electrical
connectors. In addition to
connecting the harness to control
modules, sensors or motors, the
connectors are also used to join
different sections of the same
cable within the harness. 

These in-line connectors are
used extensively within the
automotive industry to simplify
the construction, installation and
serviceability of the harness. For
example, using an in-line
connector very close to a camera

means that, if the camera is
damaged, it can be replaced
without significant disturbance to
the rest of the vehicle’s wiring
harness.

Connector selection, in common
with the cable selection described
above, can be a significant
determinate of the overall cost of
a camera system. High-resolution
systems typically demand
connectors that support higher
bandwidths and are therefore
more expensive.

Other connector considerations
include the connector’s footprint
on the PCB and ECU surface,
whether the connector must be
sealed or unsealed, and if colour
coding or keying is required.

Traditional SD video facilitates
the use of cost-effective
connectors on both the camera
and ECU or head unit (HU). For
example, the video signals of an
SD video RVC are often routed

into the ECU or HU with other
signals such as control networks
and the required power supply
signals on a multi-pin connector; a
digital link typically requires
dedicated connectors, which
introduce PCB and packaging
constraints on an ECU.

Architecture
The architecture of the vehicle
involved can have several
influences on the selection of
suitable camera link technology.
Cable lengths in standard vehicles
can frequently range up to several
metres in length and, with
consumers trending towards
larger, sports utility vehicles,
cable lengths are increasing. 

Some vehicle architectures have
additional features that can pose
new cable length problems, such
as trailer reverse assistance to
support the reversing and
manoeuvring of trailers.
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C2B architecture overview

Commercial vehicles are another
architecture challenge in which
camera systems stretch cables to
their maximum length. 

Most camera link technologies
can support any of these vehicle
architectures and features, but
some may demand additional
modules such as repeaters or 
re-transmitters to support long
cable lengths.

EMC
The electromagnetic emissions
and immunity robustness of cable
is another critical factor in the
camera link technology selection
process as the cable can become
an antenna within the vehicle with
detrimental results. 

The proliferation of electrical

and electronic systems in the
vehicle has resulted in an
increasing dependence on these
existing together in a compatible
fashion. It is not acceptable for
one system such as an RVC to
influence, or be influenced by,
another system, such as an electric
vehicle traction motor or electric
seat mechanism, when either is
enabled. 

To this end, it is critical that link
technologies are considered for
their emissions and immunity
performance prior to selection.

To ensure internal or external
aggressors do not interfere with
systems in the vehicle, automotive
manufacturers will test all systems
to their specific EMC standards.
These tests are first done at a

system level, for example, a rear-
view camera or surround-view
system. 

This testing is expensive, time
consuming and challenging, but
ensures that each module has a
high level of robustness before
being integrated into the vehicle.
Once the system-level testing has
been completed, the automotive
manufacturer must also verify the
operation and performance in the
vehicle by testing the system’s
ability to operate when being
bombarded by high power
radiated signals. The manufacturer
will also measure the receiving
bands of all antennas in the
vehicle – FM, GPS, cellular, wifi
and so on – to ensure no interferer
signals are present. Resolving

Cars are becoming much more aware of their surroundings with cameras for diverse applications

Proliferation of cameras in modern vehicles

EMC issues at the vehicle level
can be expensive and time
consuming.

Other requirements
In addition to the requirements
already outlined, other demands
guide the selection of a camera
link technology, such as control
channel availability, pixel
accuracy and Asil ratings.

Summary
The selection of a camera link
technology when designing a
camera system is influenced by a
multitude of factors. The selection
also influences several aspects of
the vehicle into which it is
integrated. 

Traditional RVCs, built on SD
video technologies, offered
automotive OEMs an extremely
reliable and cost-effective method
for transferring video within the
vehicle. In recent years, however,
consumer trends have emerged to
render SD video less and less
acceptable on larger displays.
Legislative developments and
consumer expectations have also
combined to continue increasing
the number of cameras in each
new vehicle.

These trends and developments
serve as a backdrop to the
emergence of several camera link
technologies that are used in
today’s vehicles across the
spectrum of automotive cameras.
Camera link technologies today
still range from the SD video
technologies such as CVBS
proven in traditional SD RVCs,
through high definition analogue
link technologies, to high
definition digital link
technologies.

SD video technologies can only

enable low bandwidth
applications but conversely
require very cost-efficient cables
and connectors. Digital link
technologies enable high
bandwidth applications and offer
benefits such as pixel accuracy,
but typically require more
expensive cables and connectors.
High definition analogue link
technologies offer a compromise
between the two, delivering high-
definition video over
cost-effective cables and
connectors.

For example, the C2B car
camera bus is an analogue link
technology that delivers
automotive OEMs and tier-one
suppliers a blend of support for
EMC compliant high-definition

video using cost-effective cables
and connectors. This supports the
transfer of HD video from
transmitter to receiver and uses
bandwidth capacity of the UTP
cables and connectors
traditionally employed for SD
video. 

Joe Triggs
(right) and 

Derek Burke are
applications
managers at
Analog Devices
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Autopilot systems used to
be for air, marine or
spacecraft, but today’s car

drivers are increasingly relying on
technologies to serve as an extra
pair of eyes and ears and help
them stay safe on the road. Thus,
development tools for Automotive
Ethernet are ever more crucial to
today’s driver safety systems. 

The earliest innovations in car
safety came from unlikely places.
The windscreen wiper was
invented by a cattle rancher, Mary
Anderson; while Florence
Lawrence, a Hollywood starlet,

Extra eyes and ears
Martin Frederiksen discusses the crucial
role of testing in meeting the latest 
Automotive Ethernet standards

pioneered the turn signal. These
technologies have saved countless
lives, of course. But it wasn’t until
many years later and the
involvement of major car
manufacturers, such as General
Motors with its introduction of the
airbag in 1973, that stringent
testing of these systems became
mandatory.

As today’s drivers rely more on
adas for safety, such as lane-
centring systems or advanced
cruise control, technologies have
to meet increasingly stringent
testing standards. From the latest

entertainment technologies to adas
such as lane-keep assistance or
automated emergency braking,
there are more requirements for
Ethernet-based networks in
vehicles. 

According to draft European
Union rules, adas manufacturers
will be required to show how
these systems safely return control
back to the driver, monitor the
road and how they react in
emergency situations. There are
also non-binding performance
ratings, such as Euro NCap. A
windscreen wiper designed by a
cattle rancher simply won’t cut it
anymore. 

Architectures
This is where Automotive
Ethernet is playing a vital role, not

only in allowing communications
between in-car systems within the
vehicle itself, but also in testing
these systems at the pre-
development stage in ways that
suit the standards. 

Automotive Ethernet is used in
communications between different
electronic control units (ECUs),
the embedded systems in
automotive electronics that
control one or more of the
electrical systems or subsystems.
Previously, automotive buses such
as Can, Lin, Most and Flexray
were established as the most
common communication paths.
However, these established bus
systems cannot support the high-
bandwidth sensors that are used
for adas. Ethernet has advantages
over these existing bus systems. It
keeps the simple and cost saving
wiring as used in Can using a
twisted pair of cables.

That’s why Ethernet-based

communications – which, for
decades, have been associated
with offices or factories – are
playing an increasingly vital role
in vehicle diagnosis.

Disruptions
Aside from greater bandwidth and
simple cabling, Automotive
Ethernet is also scalable with the
capability to separate virtually
different local area networks
(vlans) while also being
compatible with Car2X
communications, where data
come from infrastructure or other
vehicles, without media
disruption.

Testing
At the testing stage for safety
equipment, the right development
tools are critical for the insights in
ECU communications, ensuring
that ECUs are communicating
with each other properly, and the
right signals are being sent. Data
are transferred point to point in
full duplex mode, which makes it
difficult to listen to data packets
during development between two
ECUs without influencing the
communications. 

Development tools exist that
decouple data from both ways of
communication as a test access
point (TAP). In an additional
operation mode, they convert the
data of Automotive Ethernet to
standard Ethernet used in IT
communications. This way, they
support the developer in analysing
communications during test and
development. They also support
checks for signal quality and cable
tests.

Also useful is support for the
1000baseT1 standard for direct
point-to-point conversion between

automotive ECUs. The standard
defines the transferral of Gigabit
Ethernet over a single twisted pair
cable for both automotive and
industrial applications. It includes
cable specifications for 15m (type
A) or 40m (type B) reach. 

The role of such tools might
seem simple, but handling new
Automotive Ethernet architectures
is among the biggest challenges
for OEMs, especially to migrate
and validate functionality to
1000baseT enabled ECUs. It’s
vital that Ethernet
communications within a vehicle
are taken care of. 

Markets
Going forward, Automotive
Ethernet will benefit other
markets such as commercial
vehicles, agriculture vehicles such
as tractors and even drones.
Development tools are crucial as
technologies such as high
bandwidth sensors and cameras
evolve and become more
common. 

For now, the advantages of adas
are huge. According to the UK’s
Department for Transport, failing
to look, loss of control and poor
manoeuvring contributed towards
63 per cent of fatalities in reported
road accidents in 2018. 

By ensuring the Automotive
Ethernet systems are fully
operational at the initial testing
stage, OEMs can guarantee that
adas gives motorists the extra,
trusted pair of eyes and ears they

need. 

Martin
Frederiksen is
managing director
at Recab UK
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HUMAN TOUCH
Richard Hillman examines how industry
and government collaborations are 
making great strides in adding the 
human touch to connected cars
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Despite recent successes in
landmark trials of
connected and

autonomous vehicles (CAVs),
putting pioneering driverless
technology on roads is still
dependent on getting such
vehicles to behave and react to
complex scenarios in a human-
like manner. 

For some time now, the
movement towards CAVs has
been heralded as the future of
mass transport. 

Forming an integral part of a
future mobility vision designed to
tackle increased mobility
demands, while negating the
associated negative environmental

and social impacts, recent years
have seen CAVs gain wide-
reaching support from many
leading economies around the
world. 

While new details may emerge
in a post-coronavirus world, only
last year the UK government
declared its ambitions to be the
frontrunner in the
commercialisation of CAVs,
whereby it aims to have connected
vehicles on roads without any
human oversight by 2021. More
so, in the same year the German
car industry committed to
investing €60bn over the next
three years in electric and self-
driving cars, while Dubai recently

launched the Dubai Autonomous
Transportation Strategy with a
view that 25% of all
transportation trips in Dubai will
be smart and driverless by 2030.

Such ambitions have been
followed by an influx of landmark
CAV trials globally. Last October,
for example, saw the first
demonstration of an autonomous
fleet driving in a complex urban
environment in London, shortly
followed by the completion of the
first test case of using driverless
cars to carry human passengers on
Britain’s roads. 

At the same time, many other
nations around the world continue
to plough huge investment in

A Nissan Leaf made Britain’s longest autonomous car journey to date

Scenario-based testing will play a vital role in future mass deployment

further ground-breaking trials as
part of their own ambitious CAV
targets. 

On the automotive
manufacturing front, this is being
met with a gradual increased use
of autonomous features such as
automated parking, automatic lane
keeping and adaptive cruise
control, effectively transitioning
consumers towards an
autonomous future. 

However, while recent years
have certainly seen the industry
make huge strides in the
movement towards the new age of
clean, efficient transport afforded
by CAV adoption, the reality is
that there remains a considerable
journey ahead until mass
deployment is achieved. 

Journey
One huge research and
development area lies in tackling
the fundamental challenge of
getting self-driving vehicles to
behave and perform effectively
like a human.

Inherently, this is an incredibly
complex task given that any car
journey can throw up an infinite
number of scenarios to which a
human has to react. 

For example, on an average
commute to work, a driver may
face something as simple as a
pedestrian crossing or a car
driving too closely behind,
through to a more complex
scenario associated with a traffic
jam or an incident on the road. In
a truly automated, driverless
situation, a CAV would have to
act and react in real time as a
skilled human driver would. 

Add to the equation a whole
realm of factors for consideration
– such as differences in terrain
and environmental conditions,
dealing with difficult manoeuvres
and responding to changes in
traffic levels – and the range of
potentially complex scenarios
grows to a significant level. 

Furthermore, this human-like
reaction must be coupled with the
ability to make moral judgements,

for example when a driver
performs an emergency brake to
avoid hitting a pedestrian crossing
the road illegally, or takes the
decision to let an erratic driver go
ahead.

In this way, mainstream CAV
deployment upon roads shared
with traditional traffic will depend
upon the ability to ensure vehicles
are truly able to act like a car
driven by a trained, experienced
and skilled human driver in the
infinite number of possible
scenarios that could happen in any
one journey. 

Driving force
This March saw the completion of
arguably one of the most
ambitious CAV research projects
of its kind in the UK to date –
Human Drive. 

Led by Nissan, the government-
funded project’s aim was to set a
precedent for the successful
deployment of an autonomous
vehicle driving in a human-like
manner while completing a
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Autonomous actors represented everything from another vehicle to a pedestrian

Inside the Nissan Leaf on autonomous drive trial

complex journey on real roads; a
brief which was far exceeded.

Using the latest technologies,
the collaborative project saw
numerous industry giants and
research bodies come together in a
33-month study designed to
develop accurately ways of
measuring human-like driving
behaviour and then verify their
accurate replication in the
autonomous driving style of the
cars. 

The result saw a landmark in
CAV development as a Nissan
Leaf made a drive of 370km,
Britain’s longest and most
complex autonomous car journey
to date, covering a multifaceted
variety of road types, terrains and
environmental conditions. 

AI
The work involved researching
the safety implications of the use
of artificial intelligence (AI)
within autonomous vehicles, in
support of the safety case, and for
developing processes to test that
the AI has behaved as expected.
This was important as while AI is
a vital technology for enabling
autonomous vehicles, it is
challenging to test, given that,
much like the biological neural
networks that form human minds,
it is difficult to understand why a
decision has been made. 

In response, testing teams
devised a series of testable
scenarios that would validate and
verify the performance of CAV
systems in normal operation and

in unexpected situations. Each
scenario was subsequently tested
in a fully automated setting on a
proving ground. 

Through the use of multiple
autonomous actors moving near
the test vehicle, representing
everything from another vehicle
through to a pedestrian, each test
was used to determine accurately
how the vehicle would adapt to
any changes. 

To add greater insight, each
initial scenario was layered with
additional stages of complexity,
such as the introduction of an
additional actor or a different
response, such as car suddenly
braking or a pedestrian crossing
the road.

As well as helping make huge

strides in the task of defining CAV
validation scenarios and proving
the importance of scenario-based
testing, the project has enabled
CAV and adas test teams to
increase their capability in
creating and performing more
complex and multi-actor
scenarios. 

This capability is key to
allowing the challenging scenarios
drivers encounter on public roads
to be replicated with the safety,
accuracy and repeatability that the
proving ground and robotic actors
provide.

Furthermore, the knowledge
relating to scenario-based testing
that was gained from Human
Drive has directly supported a
project that will see the
development of an integrated
simulation platform to create test

scenarios intelligently, using
initial test results to inform the
selection of subsequent tests. This
will allow the autonomous control
system’s performance to be
interrogated thoroughly and
efficiently, supporting the ability
to verify the safety and reliability
of autonomous vehicles or adas
features. 

This is leading to the
development of two more
facilities: the first, a multi-storey
parking facility designed to test
automated parking technologies,
and the second a high-speed
facility for testing CAVs to the
limit of their controllability. 

There is no doubt that scenario-
based testing, which will evolve
in complexity in the coming years
along with broader CAV
development capability, will play

a vital role in future mass
deployment, creating a safer,
cleaner and smarter era for
modern transport. 

However, just like the many
recent automotive breakthroughs
before it, the journey towards
CAV deployment will be a
gradual one which will require
incremental steps forward not
only in technology but the
understanding behind it. Working
in this way, the end result will
consist of cars that are safer and
more capable, paving the way for
a genuine
evolution in the
future of mobility.

Richard Hillman
is principal CAV
engineer at
Horiba Mira
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Test and validation house
Millbrook is using real-
time remote technology to

allow type approval witnessing
engineers and its customers to
observe tests and perform their
duties without physically
attending its sites. 

This has enabled development
and certification timelines to be
adhered to despite travel
restrictions and practically
demonstrates the viability of these
technologies for making more
efficient use of time and resources
in the future.

Beating the lockdown
How remote technology helped 
Millbrook through Covid-19 restrictions

Type approval test programmes
can take half a day or run for
several months; some of the
shorter programmes at UK-based
Millbrook in recent weeks have
included tyre, noise and crash
type approvals, while the more
complex included emissions
certifications for hybrid vehicle
technology. Delivering these
through the current pandemic
while maintaining safety and
security has required flexibility
and determination from everyone
involved.

Millbrook’s test engineers have

had to find new ways of working
to support their customers. This
has let them demonstrate the level
of autonomy that test teams can
work to and to demonstrate that
its customers do not necessarily
have to dedicate a lot of their own
internal resources to deliver
complex certification programmes
when testing at Millbrook.

“We have the technology to
progress concepts virtually, to
make communications seamless
and to streamline development
programmes,” said Alex Burns,
president of Millbrook. “We are
learning from this crisis and
improving how we operate so that
we are better able to support our
customers and the industries that

we serve in the long term.”
Adapting quickly, in many cases

within days of lockdown
announcements, to keep
programmes on-track has
presented many challenges. The
test teams work hard to ensure
that customers and approval
authorities can see exactly what
they need to see during a test; they
switch between live feeds from
multiple static and mobile
cameras and screens and have
developed operating protocols to
maintain confidentiality at all
times. The remote meetings are
scheduled in advance, without
relying on customer and
certification agency engineers to
be on-site and on-hand at all
times, so teams have to manage
additional micro-deadlines
throughout a test programme.

“We were using real-time
remote technologies for engine
strip and rate programmes long
before the pandemic struck,
enabling customers to see high-
definition close-up footage of
their components and speak to the
test engineer at the same time,”
said Simon Flood, engineer at
Millbrook. “This has been very
valuable experience, which gave
us a head start.”

Millbrook’s ability to adapt and
put appropriate processes in place
quickly has meant that vehicles
could be approved and production
started on schedule, in some cases
as planned months before the
pandemic. The new ways of
working can also continue in the
future, bringing benefits in terms
of improved efficiency, reduced
travel costs and reduced
environmental impact. Its
customers can be involved in
certification and development test Test information can be shared remotely

programmes, interact with test
engineers and get data in real time
on a daily basis without physically
being present on site, with many
positive implications.

“This is now a standard and
regular mode of operating across
many areas within Millbrook,”
said Chris Polmear, principal
engineer at Millbrook. “It has
become predominant because of
Covid-19, but there is no reason
why it can’t continue going
forward. The ability to view tests
remotely gives customers so many
more options. We can even stream
vehicle data, GPS and video, in
real time while driving around the
test tracks.”

Millbrook provides vehicle test
and validation services and
systems to companies in the
automotive, transport, tyre,
petrochemical and defence
industries. 

“We have completed over 20
type approval authority witnessed
full-scale crash tests in the last
month,” said chief engineer for
safety Kieran Forinton. “We work
with customers from many
countries, so this way of working
makes certification programmes

much easier and cost-effective for
everyone involved; there is no
need to arrange travel and flights.
A customer or authority engineer
can view the test remotely and get
on with the rest of their day.”

Millbrook has a range of test
facilities for full vehicles, tyres
and components in the UK, USA
and Finland. These include varied
outdoor and indoor test tracks,
engine dynamometers,
environmental chambers, e-motor
and e-axle test cells, portable
emissions measurement systems,
structural test laboratories, crash
laboratories including a
ServoSled, interior systems
laboratories, battery test facilities,
and emissions chassis
dynamometers.

“The video witnessing organised
by Millbrook Proving Ground was
efficient for all participating
parties,” said Tobe Kehrwieder,
battery system engineer at E.Go
Moove. “Requests for new camera
angles and close-ups were
fulfilled wherever possible. All
data and reports have been shared
via cloud within a day. Data
quality of videos and pictures of
shared data was excellent.”
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The mechanical engineering
course at the UK’s
University of Bath teaches

students how to use physical
science, mathematics and
computing to assess engineering
systems. Students combine this
with study in design and
manufacturing processes to
understand how modern industry
works. 

At Bath, practical project work
is central to the education
experience. Group and individual

HOT BATHHOT BATH
How a student racing team optimised 
its car’s thermal management

projects enable students to put
theory into practice and gain
experience in engineering
enterprise management. 

One such group project is Team
Bath Racing, which participates in
the Formula Student international
motorsports competition, Europe’s
most established educational
engineering competition that
celebrated its 20th anniversary in
2018. Backed by industry and
high-profile engineers, the
competition aims to develop

enterprising and innovative young
engineers and encourage more
young people to pursue careers in
engineering. 

Team Bath Racing is the most
successful Formula Student team
in the UK. Each year,
undergraduate engineering
students design and build a single-
seat, open-wheeled race car to
enter in Formula Student
competitions around the world. 

“We started working on the
project as third-year students,”
said Marios Mouzouras, a
member of Team Bath Racing for
the 2016 season. “We worked as a
team to design a race car from

scratch as part of a design and
business project that contributes
to our degrees. We then take these
designs to compete in the class-
two design event at Silverstone
racetrack in the UK, where
lessons learned are used to
develop the design further. As we
enter our final year of engineering
study, manufacture of the car
begins and we watch our designs
become a reality.” 

In the final year of the project,
the team designed the thermal
management system for the car.
After some research into available
tools, the team decided to use
Siemens Simcenter Flomaster

software as part of the design
process. This is a system-level
thermo-fluid simulation tool that
virtually simulates and optimises
fluid flow to improve system
performance. 

Transient model 
Team Bath Racing’s ultimate goal
was to create a representative
transient thermal model of the
vehicle’s cooling and lubrication
system. The model would include
the engine, turbocharger,
radiators, pumps, piping, header
tanks, oil cooler and fans. To
begin the process of the design,
the team set maximum
temperature boundary conditions
and then conducted several
experiments to obtain the
necessary inputs for the transient
model. 

The team performed tests using
an in-house dynamometer to
quantify the heat transfers
occurring at each engine
revolutions per minute (RPM) and
torque, then conducted an outdoor
air flow test to determine the
relationship between the air flow
through the radiators and the
vehicle’s speed with fans on or
off. 

Finally, the team did a coast-
down test to determine the vehicle
rolling and drag resistance
coefficients to develop an engine
torque model to match the engine
heat transfer against torque during
vehicle operation. The results of
these tests were used in the
creation of the thermal model.

Combination
With the collected test results, the
next step was to create a radiator
model in Flomaster using both the
fin and tube geometry of the

Marios Mouzouras (centre)
with members of Team Bath
Racing

radiator and the performance data
provided by the manufacturer. 

“The learning curve was easy,
and a model was easily produced
compared to the pre-existing
methods,” said Mouzouras.
“Comparing simulation results
and test data showed a good
response with a change in coolant
flow rate but had an increasing
discrepancy with an increase in air
flow velocity.” 

This discrepancy was mostly
likely caused by errors with the
longitudinal and transverse pitch
of the tubes as the values were
very small. The team tested values
for different pitches and identified
a relationship that as the values
decreased, the heat rejections
increased. The team experimented
with additional simulations,
switching from cross-flow heat
exchangers to other heat
exchanger models in Flomaster,
obtaining the best results using the
thermal heat exchanger model that
had a 1.13 per cent error
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Coolant temperature at Silverstone endurance raceTeam Bath Racing transient model schematic in Simcenter Flomaster

compared with actual data. 
The trends when increasing

coolant flow rate or air flow rates
were both as expected. There were
small differences at the 6 to 10m/s
air flow velocities, because the
fixed time step for the air mass
flow gave a maximum of
0.005kg/s difference between
modelled and actual. 

It was also important to test the
pressure losses. There was an
anomalous change in pressure
drop observed from the
experimental data. In the
experimental case of 2m/s of air
flow, the pressure drops from
54.91 to 52.33kPa with an
increase in coolant flow rate, and
then starts increasing with high air
flow rates. This was not captured
by the model, which instead

predicted a constant increase as
flow rates increased, which
followed the rest of the data sets
as expected. 

A similar accuracy was
observed on the coolant side, with
an increase in pressure drop with
an increase in coolant flow rates.
For constant coolant flow rates,
the pressure drop for the actual
data increased with an increase in
air flow velocity, whereas for the
model, the opposite was
happening but at a much smaller
rate.

Overall, the heat duties and
pressure drops had a very small
error between the modelled and
actual data. The heat duty’s
maximum error was 1.12 per cent
while for the pressure drops the
maximum error was 7.6 per cent. 

With the radiator model
completed, Team Bath Racing
modelled the rest of the
components using a combination
of experimental data obtained
through testing and logged data
from the previous year’s
endurance event at Silverstone.
This included crucial information
such as engine RPM, vehicle
speed and time. 

Team Bath Racing’s 2016 car
was first modelled and validated
using the coolant temperatures
logged from the event. The
maximum coolant temperature
was matched with the time needed
for the coolant to reach a steady-
state being very similar. One
difference was a slight variation in
the rate at which the coolant’s
temperature increases. 

Green flag: Team Bath Racing car in action

However, halfway through the
endurance race, there is a
compulsory engine shutdown
period where there is a driver
change. No coolant temperature
data were logged during that
period, but the model predicted a
larger temperature drop. This
proved the model was reliable and
could be used to simulate future
cars’ cooling and lubrication
systems.

In addition, the team completed
a number of tests to optimise the
system, including testing various
radiator core sizes at different
ambient temperatures; running
with a single radiator instead of
two; having an unexpected broken
radiator during the endurance
race; checking different size oil
coolers and their positions in the
cooling system; fan sizing;
electric water pump sizing; pipe

diameter selection; and some
control strategies. 

The use of Flomaster in
developing the race car for the
Formula Student competition
demonstrated the value of 
hands-on, real-world project
collaboration as well as the
potential of simulation technology
to solve complex engineering
problems. 

“With the help of Simcenter
Flomaster we were able to reduce
the cost, time and resources
needed to physically test all these
aspects,” said Mouzouras. “We
also set up a model for future
years to benefit as well. This also
saved some weight from the car
and helped us to better understand
how the cooling and lubrication
system works.” 
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GaN fet devices from
Nexperia use high-volt-
age GaN Hemt H2 tech-
nology in TO-247 and the
company’s proprietary
CCPak surface mount
packaging.

The 650V devices can
simplify application de-
signs thanks to their
cascode configuration,
which eliminates the need
for complicated drivers
and controls.

The GaN technology
employs through-epi vias,
reducing defects and
shrinking die size by
around 24%. On resist-
ance is reduced to 41mΩ
(maximum 35mΩ typical
at +25˚C) with the initial
release in TO-247, with
high threshold voltage
and low diode forward
voltage.

The reduction will in-
crease to 39mΩ (maxi-
mum 33mΩ typical at
25˚C) with CCPak sur-
face-mount versions.

Because the parts are

configured as cascode de-
vices, they are also sim-
ple to drive using
standard Si mosfet driv-
ers. Both versions meet
AEC-Q101 for automo-
tive applications.

There is a need for high
power conversion at
650V and around 30-
40mΩ RDS(on), where
applications include on-
board chargers, DC-DC
converters and traction
inverters in electric vehi-
cles.

The CCPak surface
mount packaging uses
copper-clip technology to
replace internal bond
wires. This reduces para-
sitic losses, optimises
electrical and thermal
performance, and im-
proves reliability. CCPak
GaN fets are available in
top- or bottom-cooled
configurations.

The GAN041-650WSB
in TO-247 and GAN039-
650NBB in CCPak are
sampling now.

Package options
for GaN fets

An image sensor from
OmniVision is for auto-
motive viewing cameras
with 140dB high dynamic
range (HDR) and LED
flicker mitigation (LFM).

The OX03C10 Asil-C
sensor has a 3.0µm pixel
size and is for viewing
applications with reduced
motion artefacts. It can
deliver 1920 x 1280p res-
olution at 60frame/s.

The company claims it
has the lowest power con-
sumption of any LFM
image sensor with 2.5MP
resolution along with the
industry’s smallest pack-
age size.

Basic image processing
capabilities were inte-
grated into this sensor, in-
cluding defect pixel
correction and lens cor-
rection. An algorithm im-
proves HDR and LFM
performance simultane-
ously.

Automotive viewing
applications include rear-
view cameras, surround
view, camera monitoring

and e-mirrors.
The PureCel Plus-S

stacked architecture en-
ables pixel performance
advantages over non-
stacked technology.

For example, 3D stack-
ing boosts pixel and dark
current performance,
resulting in a 20% im-
provement in the signal-
to-noise ratio over the
previous generation of its
2.5MP viewing sensors.

It has four-lane Mipi
CSI-2 and 12bit DVP in-
terfaces. It is planned to
be AEC-Q100 grade-two
certified and is available
in CSP and BGA pack-
ages.

The company has also
announced the OVM9284
Camera CubeChip mod-
ule, an automotive-grade,
wafer-level camera. This
1Mpixel module meas-
ures 6.5 by 6.5mm to pro-
vide driver monitoring
designers with flexibility
on placement within the
cabin while remaining
hidden from view.

Low-power
image sensor
mitigates flicker

A Can bus interface mod-
ule from Eltec Elektronik
is for railway and auto-
motive use. The CyBox
IO is for condition-based
monitoring of safety-crit-
ical infrastructure.

The interface card is
plugged onto a computer
board as a mezzanine
board and is controlled
via SPI or PCI Express.

When integrated in the
CyBox GW-P wireless
gateway or in the CyBox
RT 2-A automotive LTE
router, the module en-
ables the collection of op-
erating and sensor data
for condition-based mon-
itoring as well as the safe
transmission of status
data and diagnostic and
fault messages to ensure
preventive maintenance
in rail and road traffic at
the right time.

The module provides an
interface to the Can
v2.0B and is based on the
MCP 2515 Can con-
troller. It has two internal
buffers for data. These are
controlled with a data rate
of 1Mbit/s. The MCP
2515 also provides the
implementation of ISO-
11898 functionality in the
hardware.

The Can interface is
galvanically isolated up
to 1.5kV DC and offers
interference resistance in
widely distributed sys-
tems. Daisy chaining can
be implemented via sepa-
rate sub-D connectors.

Can module handles condition monitoring

The host interface is de-
signed as an SPI interface
and thus offers the neces-
sary speed for any kind of
Can transaction.

In unidirectional read-
only mode, any interven-
tion in the controller is
prevented by blocking
writing to the bus in the
hardware. This corrup-
tion-free communication
ensures that control
processes, bus signals or

writing operations are not
affected. Optionally, the
module is available in a
bidirectional version.

Dimensions and inter-
faces comply with the
Eltec standard for mezza-
nine modules.

Other interfaces such as
MVB are available in the
same format.

The connection to the
baseboard is made via a
30-pin connector with the

corresponding SPI and
power supply signals.
The modules are de-
signed for the extended
temperature range of -40
to +85˚C and for harsh
conditions.

An evaluation kit based
on the CyBox RT 2-A au-
tomotive wireless router
includes the Can module
and accessories such as
antennas, adapters, cables
and power supply.

In addition to its LED
driver and controller die
integrated in smart Iseled
LED modules, Inova
Semiconductors is offer-
ing the driver chip as a
standalone. The driver is
available in volume pro-
duction and is AEC-Q100
qualified.

The INLC10AQ can be
used to construct custom
LED chains that can be
controlled via a bidirec-
tional two-wire differen-
tial bus, enabling up to
4079 daisy-chained LED
driver and controller de-

Driver lets LEDs be daisy chained
vices in a single array.

Additionally, smart
LED modules integrating
the driver, controller and
RGB LEDs in one pack-
age are available in high

volume and automotive
qualified.

The mixed-signal de-
vice comes in a 16-lead
WETQFN 3 by 3 by
0.9mm package.
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To help power electronics
engineers where high-
power density and high
efficiency in a small form
factor is needed, Kemet
has extended its KC-Link
capacitor range using
Konnekt high-density
packaging for fast-
switching wide bandgap
semiconductors, electric
and hybrid electric vehi-
cles, LLC resonant con-
verters, and wireless
charging applications.

This technology com-
bines a C0G base metal
electrode dielectric sys-
tem with transient liquid
phase sintering material
to create a surface mount
multi-chip device for
high-density packaging
and high-efficiency appli-
cations, producing up to
four times the capacitance
compared with a single
multi-layer ceramic ca-
pacitor.

Mechanical robustness
lets the capacitors be
mounted without using
lead frames. This design
provides low effective se-
ries inductance, increas-
ing the operating
frequency range and
allowing for more minia-
turisation.

Operating temperature
is up to +150˚C.

Capacitors

A sensing and balancing
IC from Infineon suits
battery management sys-
tems in hybrid and elec-
tric cars.

The TLE9012AQU
measures the voltage in
up to 12 battery cells with
an accuracy of ±5.8mV
over the entire tempera-
ture and voltage range as
well as the operating life
cycle. It supports up to
five external temperature
sensors, provides an inte-
grated cell balancing
function and uses an iso-
uart interface for commu-
nications.

Battery management

IC balances batteries in EVs
systems ensure the capac-
ity of a battery is opti-
mally used in that the
longest possible range is
achieved in an electric
car, and the battery does
not age prematurely. They
determine the battery’s
state of charge and state
of health to estimate the
available range and re-
maining service life.

The IC provides the
necessary measurement
data and ensures a bal-
anced state of charge
through cell balancing.
This prevents the weakest
cell from determining the
total usable capacity of
the battery.

To reduce the influence
of interfering signals on
the measurement results,
the IC has a programma-
ble noise filter. It per-

forms the measurement in
all cells simultaneously
so the results remain
comparable even in the
presence of temporary in-
terference factors.

A compensation algo-
rithm with integrated
stress sensor and ex-
tended temperature com-
pensation ensures the
long-term stability of the
measurements.

Cell balancing is
achieved via 12 balancing
switches integrated on the
chip – one per channel.
They are for currents up
to 150mA. For higher
balancing currents, the
device also supports ex-
ternal switches.

The cell balancing can
be programmed to stop
without a signal from the
microcontroller after a

defined time of up to 32
hours or when the cell has
reached a set voltage.
This lets the microcon-
troller switch to sleep
mode and save energy.

It particularly suits bat-
teries that are partitioned
with 12 cells per module.
One device is then re-
quired per module. The
iso-uart interface for data
exchange between these
modules, with the micro-
controller, allows voltage
isolation and ensures data
integrity.

The communications
support more than 20 se-
rially connected devices
and a ring topology. So
even if a single device
fails, the communication
chain is not broken and
the rest of the system re-
mains functional.

A single package mems
6DoF (six degrees of
freedom) inertial sensor
from Murata is for safety-
critical automotive appli-
cations.

The SCHA600 sensor
suits adas and automated
driving applications, of-
fering centimetre-level
accuracy in regard to ve-
hicle dynamics and posi-
tion, to ensure safe,
robust and verified au-
tonomous driving.

Qualified to AEC-
Q100, it includes self-di-
agnostic features and
complies with Asil-D.

Allan variance is down
to 0.9˚/h at room temper-
ature and gyro RMS

noise level below
0.007˚/s. The orthogonal-
ity of the measurement
axis is calibrated at Mu-
rata.

There are failsafe func-
tions and error bits for
diagnostics including in-
ternal reference signal
monitoring, checksum
techniques for verifying
communication, and sig-
nal saturation and over
range detection. Its com-
ponent-level dynamic
cross-axis calibration en-
ables better than 0.3˚
cross axis error over tem-
perature.

The three-axis ac-
celerometer contains a
continuously operating

Mems 6DoF sensor meets Asil-D
self-test function to mon-
itor the sensor during
measurement. This veri-
fies the operation of the
entire signal chain from
mems sensor movement
to signal conditioning cir-
cuitry for every measure-
ment cycle.

The component is sup-
plied in a 18.7 by 8.5 by
4.5mm soic housing with
32 pins and has an oper-
ating temperature of -40
to +110˚C.

An automotive-compliant
re-driver from Diodes en-
ables DisplayPort via
USB type C. The AEC-
Q100 grade 3 qualified
10Gbit/s alternate (DP-
Alt) mode linear re-driver
allows the transfer of Dis-

playPort signals through a
USB-C connector.

Supporting 8.1Gbit/s
DP1.4 and the 10Gbit/s
USB 3.2 specifications,
the PI3DPX1207Q pro-
vides a transparent, proto-
col-agnostic re-driver

Re-driver enables DisplayPort via USB-C
capability for automotive
applications such as info-
tainment systems and
cluster display panels.

Qualcomm specifies the
device within its Snap-
dragon automotive devel-
opment platform for
infotainment applica-
tions.

The re-driver has low
latency and signal in-
tegrity characteristics for
up to 8k display resolu-
tions and is transparent to
channel link training.
Each of the four-to-four
linear differential chan-
nels is controllable via
I2C commands, including
equalisation, gain and
output swing.

An infra-red LED from
Osram can enable gesture
control in car interiors.
The Oslon Piccolo meas-
ures 1.6 by 1.6mm and
has a height of 0.81mm.

With a DC power of
1.15W at 1A and switch-
ing times of 10ns, it
comes in wavelengths of
850 and 940nm.

Infra-red LED

Würth Elektronik has ex-
tended its portfolio of
AEC-Q200 grade one-
qualified electronic com-
ponents with the
WE-HCFA high-current
inductor.

This coil is for high-
efficiency DC-DC con-
verters in automotive ap-
plications.

The characteristic fea-
tures of this flat-wire coil
with its MnZn core are its
rated current (IR 38-47A)
and a high saturation per-
formance. At an RDC of

Inductor filters car infotainment
0.6 to 1.1Ω, its resistance
is claimed to be lower
than that of comparable
coils on the market.

The magnetically
shielded component is
specified for operating
temperatures from -40 to
+150˚C.

Suitable for SMT pick-
and-place assembly sys-
tems, the case has
planarity.

The coil in the 2818
construction size of 27.5
by 27.5 by 17mm suits
single and polyphase
buck and boost convert-
ers.

It can be used as a filter
in infotainment and audio
applications. The compo-
nent is available in six
configurations with in-
ductances from 1 to
10mH.
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Two gate driver switch
intelligent power devices
(IPDs) from Toshiba are
AEC-Q100 compliant
and can be used to control
the conduction and shut-
off of currents being sup-
plied to automotive
ECUs, including junction
boxes and body control
modules.

The TPD7106F and
TPD7107F are also suit-
able for use in power dis-
tribution modules and
semiconductor relays.

When combined with
the firm’s low on-resis-
tance n-channel automo-
tive mosfets, such as the
TPHR7904PB (40V,
150A) or TPH1R104PB
(40V, 120A), the IPDs
can serve as high-side
switches to control load
current.

These solid-state de-
vices can replace me-

Gate drivers control ECU current

chanical relays, thereby
reducing the size and
power consumption of
ECUs.

As they have no mov-
ing parts, they are free
from the contact wear is-
sues associated with me-
chanical relays.

Features include a self-
protection function and
various built-in diagnos-
tic features for voltage
abnormalities, over-cur-
rent, over-temperature,

reversed power connec-
tions, floating ground pin
and short to VDD that are
output to the microcon-
troller.

As a result, the IPDs
can monitor load opera-
tion as well as the mosfets
to which they are con-
nected.

Should abnormal oper-
ation occur, they can rap-
idly turn off the mosfet to
reduce the load current
flowing through it, with-

out the need for micro-
controller intervention.

Each has a built-in volt-
age boosting circuit.

Supply current is 5µA
maximum for the
TPD7106F and 3µA for
the TPD7107F when in
stand-by mode.

The TPD7106F comes
in a 16-pin ssop and han-
dles -40 to +125˚C and
the TPD7107F in a
WSON10A package for
-40 to +150˚C.

ST Microelectronics has
extended its NFC reader
IC range with the ST25-
R3920 digital car key
with rapid key response
and extended range.

Digital keys let drivers
lock and unlock their cars
using their smartphones,
and support features such
as sharing and manage-
ment of access privileges
for other users such as
friends or valets. They
could also enable car sub-
scription services.

The device supports the
Car Connectivity Consor-
tium (CCC) Digital Key
Release 2.0, relaying on
NFC, which offers the
ability to use the key
while the phone battery is
so low that normal device
operation is disabled.

Together with dynamic
power output (DPO) and
noise-suppression re-
ceiver (NSR) technolo-
gies, the device increases
RF output power and has
an enhanced input-circuit
design for rapid car-key
response.

With DPO, the device
operates at up to 1.6W
continuous RF output
power and 2.5W short-
term input peak, to main-
tain reliable NFC
connections over distance
with a small antenna.
NSR increases immunity

Digital car key
responds fast

to interference from noise
sources and therefore
simplifies electromag-
netic immunity and eases
certification.

Automatic antenna tun-
ing compensates for
changes in the RF envi-
ronment to maintain the
best connection to the
user’s smartphone, and
low-power key-signal de-
tection with inductive
wakeup reduces load on
the battery when the key
is not being used.

The device can be posi-
tioned in door handles, B-
pillar or centre console.

The chip is certified by
the NFC Forum and can
work as an NFC reader or
NFC universal device.
Compliance with NFC
Forum standards for pair-
ing applications, as well

as EMVCo 3.0 standards,
allows use as an in-car
contactless-payment ter-
minal for services such as
electric-vehicle charging.

In addition, a Qi wire-
less charging NFC-card
protection algorithm en-
ables safe wireless charg-
ing of portable devices.

Vishay has extended its
TNPU e3 series of auto-
motive grade thin-film
flat chip resistors with
lower temperature coeffi-
cients down to ±2ppm/K
in the 0603, 0805 and
1206 case sizes.

Offering long-term sta-
bility – for example,
permitted maximum re-
sistance change ≤0.05%
for 1000 hours at rated
power P70 – the Draloric

TNPU e3 combines the
reliability of the TNPW
e3 series with lower TCR
and tolerances down to
±0.02% for increased ac-
curacy.

This combination
makes the AEC-Q200
qualified resistors suit-
able for applications such
as operational amplifier
circuits and sensors for
test and measurement,
automotive, industrial,

Thin-film chip resistors increase accuracy
medical, and telecommu-
nications equipment.

Resistance values are
from 500Ω to 20kΩ. Of-
fering moisture resistivity
(+85˚C; 85% RH), sul-
phur resistance to ASTM
B 809, and a temperature
range of -55 to +125˚C,
the resistors can with-
stand harsh environmen-
tal conditions.

They are suitable for
processing on automatic
SMD assembly systems
and for automatic solder-
ing using wave, reflow or
vapour phase.

They are RoHS-compli-
ant, and their pure tin
plating provides compat-
ibility with lead (Pb)-free
and lead-containing sol-
dering processes.


